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The terms and conditions of the Korsisaari travel card
1. In connection with the order, a 5 € fee is charged of the card. Fee is not returned in any
case.

2. The Korsisaari travel card whit season ticket is holder-specific and intended for personal
use only

3. With ex. age limited ticket products, person must provide proof of discount when asked.
4. Serial tickets are valid one (1) year from first stamp. When changing Korsisaari buses is
possible by showing the active ticket to the driver or by re-stamping the ticket.

5. Korsisaari group is not responsible for missing the card or it damage due to rough use. If
there is doubt of abusing the card. Passenger will have to pay single ticket and the card
will be invalidated.

6. Save the serial number of the card found at the bottom right of the card. If the card is
lost or stolen, the card can be closed based on the serial number and, if necessary, the

data can be transferred to a new card. With the serial number, it is also possible to top
up your card on our online store.

7. Ticket products or value loaded on a Korsisaari travel card will not be refunded, even it
the ticket is not used.

8. Please take good care of your card. With right care the technical age of the card is years.

Bending or breaking the card may cause card inoperative. If that happens, please contact
us by email matkakortit@korsisaari.fi or via our webpage

9. Employer-subsidized commuter ticket holder information will be saved in Korsisaari
registry. Saved information are name, birth date, gender and card number. Information

are also saved to travel card. Invoicing employer-subsidized card will stay valid unless in
the card is determined last valid date for the end of contract.
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